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schedules to the four wind, ofheaveu," and deal argely" with 
some part of the pre'ent outlook as stated in Klein's' Verglei
chende Betrachtungen.''' Prof. Cleveland Abbe gives (pp. 
36-38) an analysis of papers on vortice, in a compressible and 
rotating fluid, by Mr. Charles Chree, and trusts that the strictly 
meteor<llogical work of his new position (at Kew) will tempt 
him to apply moiern mathematical analysis to the winds, the 
clouds, and the storms of the actual Dr. T. Craig's 
high estimate of the Traite d' Analyse, by M. Emile Picard, will 
be seen from the space (pp. 39-66) he devotes to an account of 
this first volume. The extraordiuary developments in the theory 
of functions, in differential equations, and in certain purely 
algebraical theories, and the important applications of the results 
of these developments to geometrical, physical,. aud astronomical 
problems, have made such a treatise almost indispensable. 
Notes and new publications occupy pages 65-72. 

THE last volume of the Memoi1's of the St. Petersburg Society of 
Naturalists (vol. xxiii.), for the Section of Botany, contains, be· 
sides the proceedings of the Society, a number of valuable papers. 
N. V. Diakonoffgives, under the title" Typical Representatives 
of the Life-substratum," a summary of his researches into the 
behaviour of lower fungi in an atmosphere devoid of oxygen. 
The Penicillum glaucum . is a typical representative of organ
isms in which no life is possible without the action of oxygen; 
while Mucor stolonijer may be taken as it representative of 
organisms in which life is impossible without either the action 
of oxygen or the presence of a substance capable of fermenting. 
Prof. N. Tsinger gives a description of the mosses of Tula, of 
which 134 species are enumerated. M. L. P. Bowdin gives the 
results of his very interesting experiments upon the breaking out 
of buds upon cuttings of plants. S. G. Navashin describes and 
figures a new parasite of the cupsulre of some mosses, Tilletia (?) 
sphagni. N. Alboff gives the results of his five years' explora
tion of the flora of Abkhazia (on the north-east coast of the 
Black Sea); his collection numbers no less than 1300 species, 
and does not confirm the conclusion as to the flora of Caucash, 
arrived at by MM. Krasnoff and Kuzeretsoff. S. Navashin 
gives a very elaborate paper on the Discomycete, Sclerotima 
betultE, with several coloured plates. The vegetation of e 
Zerafshun valley is shortly described by V. K >maroff; and N 
Ponyatsky criticises Hugo de Vries' method for the analysis of 
isotonic coefficients. 

Bulletin de la Socii!! des Naturalistes de Moscou, 1893 
November I.-On some ecto- and ento-parasites of the Cyclo 
pides, by Dr. W. Schewiakoff. One new species, Trichophrya 
cordijormis, is described, as also the ento-parasitic slimes of 
the Cyc1opides.-Note, by W. Zykoff, on the chorda of Siredon 
pisciformis.-Note on a new skull of Amynodon, by Marie 
Pavlow.-A catalogue of the Coleoptera of Kazan, by L. 
Krulikovsky: the Nocture.-On the evolution of the ocean, by 
H. Trautschold, being an attempt at tracing the gradual 
development and modification of salinity in the ocean through
out the earth's history. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES_ 

LONDON. 

Royal Society, November 23.-" A certain Class of 
Generating Functions in the Theory of Number>," by Major 
P. A. MacMahon, R.A., F.R.S. 

The present investigation arose from my "Memoir on the 
Compositions of Numbers," recently read before the Royal 
Society and now in course of publication in the Philosophical 
Transactions. The main theorem may be stated as folows :-

If X!> X2, •••• , Xn be linear functions of quantities xl! 
X 2, • • • ., Xn given by the matricular relatIOn 

(Xl> X 2, •• - • , Xn) = (all a12 aln) (xl> X2, •••• , x .. ), 

b:l ::: ::: 
that portion of the algebraic fraction 

1 

(I - SIXl) (I 

NO. 1260, 

which is a function of the products, 

SIXl' S2.t'2J • • • ., snxn, 
only, is llYn, where (putting SI = S2 = 

:anl 

= s" = I) 

The the3rem is of considerable arithmetical importance, and 
is also of interest in the algebraical theories of determinants and 
matrices. 

The theory is developed at length in the paper, with illustra
tive examples of arithmetical applications. 

Incidentally interesting results are obtained in the fields of 
special and general determinant theory. The special deter
minant, which presents itself for examination, provisionally 
termed "inversely symmetric," is such that the constituents 
symmetrically placed in respect to the principal axis have, 
each pair, a product unity, whilst the constituents on the 
principal axis itself are all of them equal to unity. The deter
minant possesses many elegant properties which are of import
ance to the principal investigation of the paper. The theorems 
concerning the general determinant are connected entirely with 
the co-axial minors. 

I find that the general determinant of even order, greater 
than two, is expressible in precisely two ways as an irra
tional function of its co-axial minors, whilst no determinant of 
uneven order is so expressible at all. 

Of order superior to 3, it is not possible to assume arbitrary 
values for the determinant itself and all of its co-axial minors. 
In fact of order n the values assumed must satisfy 

2 n _ n2 + 11, - 2 

conditions, but these conditions beings atisfied, the determinant 
can be constructed so as to involve n - 1 undetermined 
quantities. 

"On the Whirling and Vibration of Shafts." By Stanley 
Dunkerley, Berkeley Fellow of the Owens College, Man
chester. 

December 7.-" Reptiles from the Elgin Sandstone: Descrip
tio of Two New Genera." By E. T. Newton, F.R.S. 
Com unicated by permission of the Director-General of the 

Survey. 
Two new reptiles from the Elgin Sandstone are described in 

detail. One of them is the property of Mr. James Grant, of 
Lossiemouth. The bones themselves being absent, their forms 
have been reproduced by gutta-percha casts taken from the cavi
ties left in the stone. This reptile was evidently allied to Stag"o
nolepis; it is represented by the skull, which is about three 
inches long, and the anterior half of the body, with the pectoral 
arch and both the fore limbs. The skull is depressed, has a pair 
of large prelachrymal fossre; the two nasal openings are small, 
and placed near the end of the muzzle. The palate is narrow 
and deeply grooved, with primitive posterior nares placed far 
forwards. The vertebrre and limbs are Crocodilian in form. 
Above the vertebrre there is a double row of pitted, and closely
set scutes. This small Parasuchian is named Erpetosuchus 
Grantz'. 

The second specimen was obtained by the Rev. Dr. Gordon, 
from the quarry at Spynie. In this fossil the bones were pre
sent, and the skull is still preserved, but many of the other bones 
were too much crumbled to show their form, and the casting 
process was again resorted to. The neck and fore limbs are 
wanting. The skull, which closely resembles that of Cerato
saurus, is about inches long, sharp anteriorly, and 
bird·like when seen from above, but deep when seen 
from the side, and it has a large prelachrymal fossa. 
The teeth are compressed and serrated anteriorly and pos
teriorly. The palate is deep, and a median pair of apertures, 
near the post-palatine vacuities, are believed to be primitive 
posteri<lr nares placed far back. Many oval scutes are scattered 
above the neural spines. 

This reptile seems to be intermediate between the Dinosau
rians and Crocodilians; the skull and teeth are most like those 
of Dinosaurs; the pelvis and limbs might belong to either Dino
saurs or Crocodiles; whi'e the free astragalus is certainly a 
Crocodilian character; provisionally it is referred to the Thero
podous Dinosauria, and named Ornithosuchus Woodwardi. 
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'The Organogeny of Asterina gibbosa." By E. W. Mac· 
Bride. Communicated by Adam Sedgwick, F.R.S. 

"On Copper Electrolysis in Vacuo." By William Gannon. 
"Note on the Action of Copper Sulphate and Sulphuric 

Acid on Metallic Copper." By Prof. Arthur Schuster, F.R.S. 
Physical Society, December 8.-Prof. A. W. Rucker, 

F.R.S., President, in the chair.-A paper, by Mr. James Swin· 
burne, on a potentiometer for alternating currents, was read 
by Mr. Blakesley. After referring to the many advantages of 
the" potentiometer" method of measurement, the author de· 
scribes an arrangement by which alternating pressures can be 
measured. A quadrant electrometer with a double fishtail· 
shaped needle suspended by a torsionless fibre is employed. 
The electrostatic attraction exerted by an alternating pressure 
between the needle and one pair of quadrants is balanced by the 
force due to a steady pressure between the needle and the other 
pair of quadrants. The magnitude of the steady pressure is 
detenlJined by a potentiometer and standard cell, and the 
effective value of the alternating pressure thus deduced. For 
measuring ahernating currents a differential electrodynamometer 
having two fixed coils and one moving coil, and no controlling 
spring, is used. A direct current, measured by the fall of 
potential over a small resistance, is passed through one of the 
fixed coils, the alternating current through the other fixed coil, 
and the moving coil is included in both alternating and direct 
current circuits. When the two forces balance, the currents are 
taken a, equal. Several small inaccuracies to which the method 
is subject a, e mentioned in the paper. Prof. S. P. Thompson 
inquired if the fishtail.shaped needle of the electrometer was 
novel. Mr. Blakesley said the author had mentioned the needle 
previously. He (Mr. Blakesley} thought the name "poten. 
tiometer" was not very sui!able. In effect, the so·called 
measurem(:nt of pressures was a comparison oi two powers. - The 
President announced that Mr. Preece's note on the specific reo 
sistance of sea·water had been temporarily withdrawn.-Prof. 
G. M. Minchin made a communication on the calculation of the 
coefficient of sell·induction of a circular current of given aper· 
ture and cross· section. Instead of assuming the cross· section of 
the wire small, and the current density constant over the section, 
as is usually done, the author takes into account the dimensions 
of the .ection and the non·uniform .distrihution of the current. 
Making use of the expressions for the vect.or pot.ential (G) of the 
current given ill his previous papers (Phil. Mag. April and 
August, 1893), the author calculates the total normal flux 
of force thr ough a surface intersected once in the positive 
direction by every tube of force emanating from the given cur
rent. This flux, divided by the current, gives the coefficient of 
self·induction. The surface chosen is the circular aperture of 
the current and half of the anchor ring formed by the wire. 
When the CUlrent density is inversely proportional to the dis· 
tance from the axis of the circular current, the value of the co· 
efficient of self·induction IS found to be 

... { 4a(L-2)+2C (L-i)- (2L+19)}, 

where a is the radius of the central filament of the current, 
8a c the radius of the cross·section of Ihe wire, and Le=log c. 

Clerk·Maxwell's approximate expression agrees with this in 
the principal term. As an example of the closeness of the 
approximation, Ihe case of a current in a wire 2 millimetres 
diameter bent to a circle of 2 centimelres mean dIameter had 
been laken, the approximate and corrected coefficients being 
58'866 alld 59'207 absolu e units respectively. When the cur· 
rent 10 the WI' e IS superficial, as in ca'e of alternating currents 
of high frequency, Ihe cuefficient is somewhat greater, being 
given by the expression 

... { 4a(L-2)+2C( (4L + II)}. 

Incidentally it was pointed out that the function Gx where G is 
the vector potential at a point distance x from the axis of a 
circular current was the same as Stoke's cur,-ent function in 
hydrodynamics. Another paper, on the magnetic field of 
a currtnt running in a cylindrical coil, was read by Prof. 
Minchin. The cyli"drical coil is regarded as a series of equal 
circ les Iyrng c1 .. se together and forming a cylindrical surface. 

each circular current by its equivalent magnetic shell, 
the prvl ,l.:m of tmding the magnetic potential at a point resolves 

Nu. I2bO. YOLo 49J 

itself into calculating the gravitational potential due to two 
circular plates of attracting matter, one positive and the other 
negative, situated respectively at opposite ends of the cylinder. 
The magnetic potential due to one plate is then deduced in 
terms of elliptic integrals of the first, second, and third kinds. 
The President had pointed out that the expressions given in 
the printed proof of the paper, only applied when the perpen· 
dicular from the point to the plate fell within the circle; the 
author had therefore modified the formula so as to be true 
generally. From this formula the equipotential curves can be 
constructed. The same system of curves serve for the plate 
at the other end of the cylinder by changing the signs of the 
numerals representing the potentials and giving the curves a 
motion of translation equal to the length of the cylinder in the 
direction of its axis. The equipotential curves for the coil can 
then be deduced by drawing through the points of intersection 
of the two sets of curves whose numerical values have a constant 
sum. In determining the curves the author had to calculate 
tables of elliptic integrals of the third kind, and these he hoped 
to complete before the paper was published. In reply to a 
question on the first paper, which had been brought before him 
by Prof. Perry, the author said that as the diameter of the wire 
diminished indefinitely, both the self.induction and resistance 
became infinite, but the ratio LjR became zero. It was inter· 
esting to examine what relation betwen the aperture and cross· 
section gave minimum impedance. If the ordinary expression 
for it be taken the problem was impossible, but the corrected 
form admitted of a solution. Prof. Perry hoped the work Prof. 
Minchin had done so well for circles and cylinders would be 
extended to cylindrical coils of rectangular cross·section. It 
was most important to be able to find the shape of the field 
produced by such coils. Prof. S. P. Thompson inquired if 
there was any way of deducing the expression for the magnetic 
force at a point other than that given in the paper on the 
magnetic field of a circular current (Phil. Mag. April, 1893). 
In reply Prof. Minchin explained how the formula followed at 
once from the fundamental theorem that magnetic force is the 
curl of the vector potential. This was based on Laplace's 
expression for the force between a magnetic pole and an 
element of current which had been proved experimentally. 

Zoological Society, December 5.-W. T. Blanford, 
F.k.S., Vice· President, in the chair.-The secretary read a 
report on the additions that had been made to the Society's 
menagerie during the month of November. Among these 
special attention was called to a Cunning Bassaris (Bassaris 
astuta), ohtained by purchase, to two J erboas presented by Capt. 
R. A. Ogilhy, and to a fine adult female of the Caucasian Wild 
Goat (Capra caucasica), presented by H. H. P. Deasy.-Prof. 
G. B. Howes exhibited and made remarks on some specimens of 
abnormal Marsipobranch Fishes. These were two heads of the 
Lamprey with the first pair of gills only imperfectly developed, 
and a Hag (Myxine glutinosa) with a supernumerary gill on one 
side.-Mr. F. E. Beddard, F.R.S., gave an account of the 
general geographical distribution of Earthworms. as treated of 
in a work on the suhject which he had in preparation. Mr. 
Beddard recognised sixty. nine genera of this order, divided into 
six families; and after some preliminary remarks on the artificial 
introduction of earthworms into districts colonised from Europe, 
called altention to a series of tables in which the genera found 
in the six generally recognised regions of the earth's surface were 
shown. ]n addition to these six regions Mr. Beddard was dis· 
posed to recognise, in the case of earthw .. rms, the existence of 
an Antarctic region, to embrace New Zealand and mo,t of the 
Antarctic tslands.-A communication was read from Mr. C. J. 
Gahan, containing an account of a collection of Coleoptera sent 
by Mr. H. H. Johnston, C.B., from British Central Africa. 
Amongst the,e were examples of eight species new to science. 
-A communication was read from Capt. F. W. Hutton, 
F. R. S., containing a report on a collection of Petrels from 
the Kermadec Islands. Amongst them was an example of a 
new species proposed to be called (Estrdata lmcopllrys.-Mr. 
G. A. Boulenger gave an account of Vipera rmardi, a newly 
l'ecognised Eurupean Viper from Southeru Russia and IUl'kestan. 

Entomological Society, December 6.-Henry John Elwe" 
President, in the chair.-Mr. W. F. Kirhy exhibited, for Dr. 
Livelt, specimens of a moth taken al Wells, which Dr. Livett 
considered to be varieties of Dasycampa rubiginea, but which 
many entomologists present thought were varieties of Cerastis 
vacciltii. Mr. Kirby stated that specimens similar in appearance 
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to those exhibited had been taken rather freely during the pa,t 
autumn in Berkshire, and it was that they might be 
hybrids between D. rubiginea and C. vaccinii.-Mr Vwell
Keays exhibited a series of Lyccena alexis. with confluent spots on 
the under sides of the front wings. He drew attention to the 
fact that the insects were all taken within a short radius, and 
probably were in the ratio of abont one in forty with referen·ce 
to the ordinary form. All the examples, with one exception, 
were females. Mr. Lnvell-Keays remarked that he had some 
years ago met wi.th a similar brood near Weymoulh, in which 
the confluent spots were entirely confined to females. Prof. 
S. H. Scudder, of Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., stated that 
he had oh, erved the occurrence of broods of allied species 
with suffused spots in America.-Mr. C. O. Waterhouse 
exhibited the type specimen of Coptomia opalina of Gory, 
from the Hnpe Collection at Oxford, and pointed ont 
that it was quite distinct from C. mutabilis, W_ Mr. 
house also called attem ion to Silpha atomaria of Linnaeus 
(Syst. Nat., ed . xii., i., p. 574), a Swedish species which 
appeared to have escaped notice, and was not included 
in any catalogue. The type is still extant in the Linnean 
cabinet and he said he was of opinion that it was Olibms 

of our collections, but he had not had an opportunity 
of making a critical examination. He also exhihited male and 
female specimens of a He/opeltis (the Tea- Bug), which he con
sidered a distinct species, occurring only in Assam.-Mr. 
M. Jacoby exhibited certain species and varieties of the 
genus Ceroglossus from Chili, and Dr. D. Sharp, Mr. J. J. 
vValker, and· Mr. Champion made remarks on their geo
graphical di,tribution.- Prof. Scudder exhibited the type spe
cimen of a fossil butterfly, Prodryas persephone, found 10 beds 
of Tertiary Age at Florissant, Colorado. He said the species 
belonged to the Nymphalidce, and the specimen was remark
able as being ill more perfect condition than any of those from 
the European Tertiaries. He also stated that he had found a 
bed near the White River on the borders of Utah, in which 
insects were even more abundant than in the Florissant 
beds_ Dr. Sharp, Mr. Kirby, Mr. H. Goss, and the Pres,dent 
took part in the discussion which ensued.-Mr. Goss exhibited 
hybernating larvae of Spilothyrus alecce, which had been 
sent to him by Mr. 1". Bromilow from St. Maurice, Nice. Mr. 
W. F. H_ Blandford read a paper entitled "The Rhyncho
phorous Coleoptera of Japan." The President, Dr. Sharp. Mr. 
Champion, Mr. McLachlan, and Mr. J. J. Walker took part 
in the discussion which ensued concerning the distribution of 
the group and the admixture of Palaearctic and Oriental forms. 
-Mr. G. T. Bethune-Baker read a paper entitled" Notes on 
some Lepidoptera received from the neighhourhood of 
Alexandria," and exhibited the specimens descrihed. Mr. 
McLachlan suggested that the scarcity of insects in Egypt was 
possibly to be accounted for by the fact that much of the country 
was under water for a considerable portion of the year; and 
Dr. Sharp said that another Cause of the scarcity waS the culti
vation of every available piece of land for centuries past.-Mr. 
C. O. Waterhouse rean a paper entitled" Further Observations 
on the Tea- Hugs (Helopeltis) of India_ "-Dr. F. A. Dixey 
communicated a paper enlitled "On the Phylogeny of the 
Pierince, as illustrated by their wing-markings and geographical 
distribution. " 

Geological Society, ·December 6.-W. H. Hudleston, 
F.R.S., President, in the chair. The following communica
tions were read :-The Purbeck beds of the Vale of Wardour, by 
the Rev. W. R. Andrews and Mr. A. J. Jukes-Browne. The 
authors have obtained better evidence than .previously existed 
for calculating the of the several parts of the Purbeck 
series in the Vale of Wardour, and compared the different sub
divisions as devdoped in that vale with those exposed in other 
localities. The average thickness of the Lower Purbeck strata 
was given as 70 feet, of the Middle Purbeck beds about 32 
feet, and of Upper Purbeck strala at least 66 feet. A compari
son was instituledbetween the Purbeck beds of the Vale of 
Wardour and those of the Dorset coast, &c., and some remarks 
were made upon the physical conditions under which the beds 
were depositerl A discu,slon followed, in which the President, 
Prof. J. F. Blake, Prof. T. Rupert Jones, and Mr. H. H. 
Woodward to.k part. The Rev. W. R. Andr.:ws briefly re
plied.-On a picrite and otheras>ociatedrocksat Barnlon, near 
Edinburgh, by Mr. Horace W. Monckton. The object of this 
paper was to describe a cutting on a new railway in B<lrnton 
Park, where there is an excellent exposure of picrite. It con-
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sists of serpentinised olivine, a ugit7' mica, iron ox!de, an? a 
little plagioclase-felspar, with a vanable amount of 
matter. In many respects it comes very near to the plcrHe of 
Inchcolm which island is 41; mBes north of Barnton cutting. It 
differs fro'm the picrite of B;'.thgate, and the probahility is that 
the Barnton rock is an offshoot from the same magma as that 
which supplied the Inchcolm rock: Besides the other 
igneous rocks from the cuttrng were par
ticular, a rock with porphYTll1c crystals. of a green mrneral 
placing olivine, or more probably augite, and a great quantIty 
of brown mica in small flakes and crystals. It was suggested 
that the name of mica-porphyrite might be given to this rock. 
Sir James Maitland made some remarks upon the paper.-On a 
variety of Ammonites (Stephaltoceras ) subarmatus, young, from 
the Upper Lias of Whitby, by the same author. The 
author described an ammonite found hy himself in 1874 near 
Sandsend, three miles north -west of Whitby. He thought it 
was not actually in situ, but lying with a number of nodules o.n 
the floor of an old alum-pit, although he had no doubt that It 
was from the alum shale of the Upper Lias. A peculiar 
arrangement of the costae as they crosS the siphon:,-l area dis
tinguishes the specimen from other Whitby ammomtes known 
to the author.· It bears a strong resemblance to a shell figured 
as A. subarmatus by D'Orbigny (" Terr. Jurass." pI. lxxvii.), 
but is unlike the figures of that species given by other authors. 

Linnean Society, December 7.-Prof. Stewart, President, 
in the chair.-Mr. C. T. Druery exhibited and made remarks 
upon a new example of apospory in Scolopmdrium vulgm'e, and 
Prof. Bower brought forward a similar case in TricllOlIlanes 
Kau!fussii. Mr. George Brebner exhibited some new and rare 
British Algre, including Haplospora globosa, Tilo/'teris Mer
tms;i EClOcarpus tor1lmtosoides, and PolysiplLOuia spintelosa 
var. :najor. Mr. F. Enoch, with the aid of the oxyhydrogen 
lantern exhibited the various stages of development of the 
black mite, Phytoptus ribis, and gave an interesting 
account of its life history.-Mr. Thomas Christy exhibited a 
gigantic reed-like leaf from the Zambesi. with drawings of sec
tions. II appeared to be allied toS(JltJtvitriflcyliJtdrica, out differed 
conspicuously in the greater size of the lea ves, which measured 
about 9 feet in length, instead of from 18 inches to 3 feet. The 
remarkably tough and strong fibre which it produces is con
sidered to be of great commercial value, being equal to the 
best Sansevieria hemp.-Mr. W. F. Kirby read a pnper on the 
dragon-flies of Ceylon, with descriptions of some new species. 
The paper was based chiefly upon a collection made by Colonel 
Yerbury, which he had presented to the British Museum. 
Seventy-five species were enumerated, of which fifty-five had 
been collected by Colonel Yerbury. Another collection, made 
in Ceylon by Mr. E. Green, had been dealt with in a previous 
paper (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1891, pp. 203-206).-On behalf of 
Signor Martelli, the secretary read a paper on the cause of 
the fall of the corolla in Verbascttm, which gave rise to an in
teresting discussion. The meeting adjourned to December 21. 

PARIS. 

Academy of Sciences, December I r.-M. de Lacaze
Duthiers in the chair_-On the sublimation of the red and yellow 
iodides of mercury, by M. Berthelot.-Research on the struc
ture of feathers, by M. C. Sappey.-The densities of saturated 
vapours, and their relation to the laws of condensation and 
vaporisation of the solvents, by M. F. M. Raoult.-On the 
burning of moor and forest lands in Gironde, and the excep
tional drought during the spring and summer of this year, by 
MM. G. Rayet and G. Clavel. The long drought of the spring 
and summer of this year has favoured the production and 
extension of fires in the pine woods of the dppartment of 
Gironde. In the 184 days between March I and September I, 
132 fires happened in the woods of Gironde, destroying 35,589 
hectares of forest land, and doing dam.ge to the extent of six 
million francs. Similar disasters occurred in 1870, and they 
have led the authors to look up the rainfall ohservations for the 
last 122 years for purposes of comparison. Among other points 
brought out by the investigation is that only two springs, 
1716 and 1768, were drier than that of 1893. The summer of 
this year, however, only ranked thirteenth in order of dryness. 
-Solar observations made during the ,econtl and third quarters 
of 1893, by Prof. Tacchini (see Our Astronomical Column).
On the surfaces of which the lines of c"rvature of a system are 
plane and equal, by R. T. Caronnet.-On the characters of 
convergence of series, by M. Hadamard.-Low wave-length 
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spectruP-l of fluorine, by M. G. CarvalIo.-On the diurnal 
variation of pressure on the summit of Mont Blanc, by 
M. A. Angot.-On the transformation of iron, by M. G. 
Charpy. Osmond's investigations of the transformations of 
iron led him to conclude that this metal exists in two allotropic 
forms, a and fl, having very different mechanical properties, 
and, according to him, it is to the transformation of "into fl 
that we must attribute the greater part of the modification 
undergone by steel during the process of tempering. M. 
Charpy has investigated the matter, and he finds that permanent 
deformation by cooling produces in iron and steel of different 
qualities an allotropic modification of iron. This transforma
tion can be shown by means of curves of extension-tests. In 
the case of annealed iron and steel the curve showing the stress 
and strain has a step in it which does not appear when other 
varieties are tested_ The curves thus furnish a simple method 
of studying the transformation of iron, its influence on me
chanical properties, and its ri!te in tempering.-On the velocities 
of etherification of hydrofluoric acid, by M. M. Meslans. 
-Analysis of bntters, by M. C. Viollette.-On the bnccal 
armature and a new digestive gland of Cirripedes, by M. A. 
GruveL-On the localisation of the active principles in resedas, 
by M_ L. Guignard.-On the olivine of Maillargues, near 
Allanche (Cantal), by M. F. Gonnard.-Eruption of the Cal
bnco volcano, by M. A. E. Nogues (see Notes).-On Benettites 
Morierei, a fossil fruit presenting a new type of gymnosperm 
inflorescence, by M. O. Lignier.-Employment of artificial 
cultnres of pathogenic microbes in the destruction of trouble
some rodents, by M. J. Dampz. 

AMSTERDAM. 

Royal Academy of Sciences, November 25. - Prof. 
van de Sande Bakhuyzen in the chair.-Prof. J. A. C. Ondemans 
read a paper on the accuracy of the divisions of the altazimuth 
made by Plstor and Martin, and that by Repsold, for the triangu
lation of Java. In Pistor and Martin's circles, divided into 5', 
the intervals were alternatively larger and smaller in one instance, 
the difference in an instrument constructed in 1856 being almost 
= 6"; in the other instruments it was much smaller. In 
Repsold's circles, divided into 4', no difference was found. The 
discovery of this imperfection led to a severe examination of all 
the circles, and the result was that, taking into account this dif
ference, and measuring the intervals of seven degrees of each 
circle from three to five times, it was found that Pistor and 
Martin's divisions had grown better and better, so that within 
one degree, the mean error of each line, in the instruments of 
1865 and 1867, in linear measure, was only '}.u=n-.r1!1!1! of an 
inch. Two altazimuths of Repsold gave.f.£.u= .. -rfooo of an 
inch. Account was taken of the errors in the measurement of the 
intervals by the micrometers of the microscopes. The periodic 
and irregular errors were, of course, larger.-Prof. Zaaijer read 
a paper on the sutura condylo squamosa of the occipital bone 
of man and mammalia. For the first time in 1878 attention 
was directed to this suture (only part of which remained, aud 
that very rarely, with man) by Dr. W. Dominicus who had 
found this anomaly on some skulls in the collection of the 
Anatomical Museum at Leyden. However, this observation 
remained buried in the dissertation of Dr. Dominicus (" Ontleed 
kundige aantf'ekeningen betreffende het achterhoofdsbeen." 
Leiden, 1878). Last winter Prof. Zaaijer quite accidentally 
lighted on a human skull (from a grave on the island Disko, 1 

Greenland) of which the above-mentioned suture was not 
obliterated. This induced him to examine the state of the 
sutura condylo-squamosa of mammalia. By the kindness of 
the Director of the Museum of N atmal History at Leyden, about 
1900 skulls of mammalia were examined. The chief result of the 
examination of the skulls of full-grown animal. indicated that the 
suture was found in its entire state with Marsupialia in 8'6 per 
cent. of the examined skulls (35 in number), Rodentia 3-9 per 
cent. (155), Pachydermata 16'5 per cent. (85), Ruminantm ro-5 
per cent. (210), Simife I per cent. (202). With the skulls of 
the adult animals from the other classes the suture was never 
found in its entire state, no more than with man. Before com
municating these results Prof. Zaaijer gave a short description 
of the normal development of tbe occipital bone in man. A 
minute and close investigation of a great number 01 human 
skulls raises the question as to whether the entire obliteration 
of this suture may not be found more frequently with the so
c ailed lower races. 
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